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Executive Summary
Pittsburgh, PA Mayor Bill Peduto and Pittsburgh’s Office of Management of Budget
requested this report to recommend how Pittsburgh should organize its government and
rethink the city’s approach to transportation to be more effective, impactful, and forwardthinking.
Interviews with stakeholders from across Pittsburgh (both inside and outside
government) provided necessary insights. Conversations with other cities to learn how
they organize themselves and manage transportation provided a useful peer review.
Discussions with Pittsburgh stakeholders found:
•
•
•
•

No one person or agency has clear responsibility for transportation
There is not widespread awareness of Mayor Peduto’s vision for transportation
Communicating about and coordinating transportation is a challenge for
Pittsburgh
Evaluation of transportation effectiveness is not part of the equation yet

Conversations with staff at transportation agencies in other cities about what drives
success found:
•
•
•
•
•

An agency’s name matters little. An agency’s scope and results matter a lot.
Executive vision and leadership matters
Agency structure should facilitate project delivery
Collaboration, coordination, and communication must be consistent & intentional
Cities struggle to define and measure transportation effectiveness.

I recommend that Pittsburgh reorganize its city government to create an agency with
clear responsibility for everything encompassing transportation from end-to-end. However,
before the city reorganizes, it should create a position reporting directly to Mayor Peduto
with organizational responsibility for transportation. This position will coordinate internal
activities and represent the city to external stakeholders. This person will develop a
transportation vision, pilot new processes, lead a departmental reorganization, and then
lead the new agency responsible for transportation.
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I: On the Complexity of Managing Transportation in Cities
Cities would not be possible without transportation. Transportation encompasses how
cities plan, build, operate, and maintain the assets, programs, and policies that move
people, goods, services, and ideas around and through its borders. When cities think about
transportation, it includes street design, parking, public spaces, utilities, and much more.
Failure to manage transportation networks properly creates externalities threatening
quality of life ranging from rampant congestion to unsafe roads.
Despite the centrality of transportation in creating a vibrant city, there are wide
differences in how cities organize themselves to manage mobility. In American cities, it is
typical for cities to have a Department of Transportation or Department of Public Works.
However, the specific roles and responsibilities of these departments vary city by city.
Municipalities face critical questions of how to structure themselves to craft forwardthinking policies, effectively deliver projects, and properly operate transportation
networks.
Today, cities experience a resurgence. Transportation agencies have begun shifting
their focus from moving cars towards moving people. This progressive approach to
transportation prioritizes safety, equity, and accessibility for a city’s diverse population.
Simply put: great transportation makes great cities.
This new approach to transportation necessitated the creation of new avenues to
facilitate sharing and collaboration between cities. The National Association of City
Transportation Officials (NACTO) was established in 1996 and has grown into a network
of 45 city transportation agencies across North America. Until its creation, there was not a
forum dedicated to issues surrounding urban mobility. The conversation mostly took place
on the state-level and focused on highways. However, the different issues cities face
necessitated the creation of a group for cities.
NACTO helps cities connect across a diverse scope of issues. The organization has
developed guidelines for how cities should design safe streets for multiple modes, create
public spaces, generate economic activity, and keep traffic moving. They also advocate for
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national policies to facilitate thriving transportation in cities through improved funding,
safety standards, and project evaluation criteria. Another aspect of NACTO’s work is
connecting member cities and creating opportunities for collaboration. Whether at its
annual conference or workshops hosted throughout the year, NACTO creates a forum for
members to share best practices and discuss the pressing issues in urban transportation.
Gaining a better understanding of how agency structure impacts effectiveness in
transportation is a top topic of inquiry for NACTO members. These are some of the
questions underlying the subject:
•
•
•
•
•

Is there an optimal way to structure city transportation agencies to deliver projects
and implement policy?
What factors make some cities’ transportation efforts more successful than others?
Where should “transportation” functions live both within city government and
individual agencies?
How does a city’s lead transportation agency effectively interact with other
stakeholders (both inside and outside of government)?
How do cities define and measure “effectiveness” in transportation?

Every city has unique dynamics influencing how it organizes itself and manages its
transportation system. States provide varying levels of local autonomy and control to
municipalities to maintain their rights of way. Cities have mixed amounts of influence
over how public transit operates an independent transit authority typically administers it.
If a city’s top executive is a strong mayor or city manager impacts how cities structure
their agencies.
Based on these differences, it is not realistic or possible to create a “model department
of transportation” for cities to adopt. However, cities can learn from each other and make
changes to align their organization with their priorities and constraints.

Cities rethink how they manage transportation when they recognize their current
organization and structures fall short. There are diverse causes and symptoms of these
problems. For example, if a city has a diffuse agency structure with multiple agencies
responsible for the various elements of transportation, the lack of a definitive leader
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responsible for transportation can create confusion about priorities and who has decision
making power. Other cities realize they lack a strategy or priorities for transportation.
Cities make changes to agency structure when missed opportunities, conflicting priorities,
and lack of progress necessitate revamping their transportation network.
Since 2015, two cities (Oakland, CA and Boston, MA) took significant steps to
transform how they manage transportation.
In Oakland, Mayor Libby Schaff made
transportation a centerpiece of her campaign platform.

“Cities make changes to
agency structure when
missed opportunities,
conflicting priorities,
and lack of progress
necessitate revamping
their transportation
network.”

Since taking office, she announced her intention to
form a Department of Transportation to help the city
bring together the transportation functions currently
housed in its Department of Planning and Department
of Public Works. Oakland’s existing structure left two
departments sharing transportation roles with unclear
divisions of responsibility and scope.
In Boston, Mayor Marty Walsh created a position

directly reporting to him known as “Chief of Streets.” This position has direct oversight of
the city’s existing Departments of Transportation and Public Works. The catalyst for this
appointment was improving coordination between departments and having one person
looking at the totality of the transportation system- from planning to policy, construction
to operations and maintenance.
While the long-term impacts of these changes are unknown, they provide a useful
example of cities taking a thoughtful look at the opportunities to improve how they
manage transportation and taking action.
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II: Project Scope of “Rethinking Transportation in Pittsburgh”
In the summer of 2015, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania Mayor Bill Peduto approached
NACTO for assistance to improve the city’s transportation performance. There was a clear
consensus among the city’s leadership and community members that Pittsburgh was
missing opportunities to be more forward-thinking about transportation. Just as Oakland
and Boston made changes, Pittsburgh saw an opportunity not only to reorganize but to
shift its approach and position itself as a leader among peer cities. Initially, Pittsburgh
sought to reorganize its government and create a separate Department of Transportation
but the project evolved to include discussion of a larger set of approaches.
This report is the result of Pittsburgh’s request to NACTO for support in rethinking
how it manages transportation. The project is a collaboration between NACTO,
Pittsburgh, and myself. NACTO and its membership have long been curious about the
relationship between agency structure and effectiveness. This effort allowed NACTO to
look at differences in how cities manage transportation and provide insights to its
membership. Pittsburgh reached out to NACTO to learn about best practices in city
transportation agencies, tap into their network, and understand how cities facing similar
challenges have changed their approach.
This report provides a discussion of what factors help city governments deliver more
safe and forward-thinking transportation projects, policies, and programs. These factors
range from the organization of city government to the culture within government agencies.
Insights from conversations with stakeholders in Pittsburgh (both internal to government
and external) inform the set of feasible policy remedies. The report considers relevant
research on how city governments effectively organize themselves and manage internal
change. Finally, the report includes recommendations for Pittsburgh and an action plan to
improve transportation in the city.
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III: Understanding Pittsburgh’s Transportation Landscape
When Mayor Peduto approached NACTO to assist in rethinking its approach to
transportation and departmental structure, the goal was boldly restructuring and
rethinking city government to be more effective, impactful, and forward-thinking.
Defining Transportation
How Pittsburgh plans, builds, operates, and maintains the assets, programs, and
policies moving people, goods, services, and ideas around and through the city.

Understanding Pittsburgh’s City Government
The realities of Pittsburgh’s transportation situation are the result of dynamics within
city government at-large. Pittsburgh is a “strong-mayor” form of government with a city
council that both proposes and approves legislation to guide city policy. However, the
mayor is seen as the principal policymaker in the city and agencies develop and
implement policies. In total, the city has a budget for just over 3,000 staff (this includes
public safety staff but not public schools).
Pittsburgh’s financial situation is an important reality to consider. Since 2003, the city
has been deemed a financially distressed municipality under Pennsylvania’s Act 47. As an
Act 47 designated community, the city has some flexibility with its finances and its ability
to restructure. Act 47 does constrain Pittsburgh’s ability to borrow on capital markets.
Similarly, the city’s budgets must be approved by the state. According to the city’s 2014
Comprehensive Annual Financial Report (known as a CAFR), the city faces $421.8 million
in liabilities in excess of its assets. Put another way, the city is close to a half billion
dollars in the red. While the city has been working to reduce this deficit, it still faces major
debt obligations from general obligation bonds and its pensions. For example, the city has
dedicated its parking tax receipts to fund its pension obligations for 30 years.
The city is improving its financial standing. The 2016 operating budget passed in
December 2016 anticipates spending $518.7 million with revenues of $524.7 million. The
city’s capital budget approves just under $70 million in projects.
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The Pittsburgh Transportation Landscape
At first glance, how Pittsburgh manages its transportation seems straightforward but
diffuse. The city’s Department of City Planning (DCP) is responsible for creating plans for
transportation projects through collaboration with the community and in accordance to
existing land-use and neighborhood plans for the city. The Department of Public Works
(DPW) implements these plans. DPW handles engineering work (the detailed schematics
needed to construct a project), manages the construction (typically by hiring an outside
contractor), and then maintains and operates the infrastructure (through a mix of city and
contracted staff). Figure 1 lays out the relevant agencies and their responsibilities.
Figure 1: Current Pittsburgh Organizational Landscape for Transportation

While these departments have the most direct influence on transportation, the
landscape of transportation stakeholders goes far beyond DCP and DPW. Within city
government, the Mayor’s office and the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) play a
vital role in setting transportation policies and providing the support necessary to bring
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new projects to life. Pittsburgh also has quasi-governmental bodies with significant roles
in transportation such as its Parking Authority, Urban Redevelopment Authority, and the
Pittsburgh Water and Sewer Authority (PWSA). These organizations are affiliated with
but independent of the city. The Pittsburgh city council’s members also play an important
role in setting transportation policy and promoting the needs of the neighborhoods they
represent. Among governmental actors independent of Pittsburgh, key stakeholders
include Allegheny County, the Southwestern Pennsylvania Commission (the federal
designated metropolitan government), and the Port Authority (a county authority that
runs bus and light rail service). Outside of government, community groups such as the
Pittsburgh Downtown Partnership help shape the urban realm and influence
transportation behavior in the city.
Each of these stakeholders plays a distinct role in governing transportation, managing
Pittsburgh’s rights of way, and mobility in the city. However, the most relevant entities to
understand are DCP and DPW. Appendix A outlines the roles of the relevant stakeholders
both inside and outside of Pittsburgh city government.

About Pittsburgh’s Department of City Planning
Pittsburgh’s Department of City Planning (DCP) is led by the city’s planning director
and split into five divisions (community planning, geographic information systems,
DCP Key Stats
Total Department Budget:
$3,092,212 (2016 Budget;
includes non-transportation
related functions)
Total Staff: 40 (2016 Budget)
Number of Divisions: 5

strategic planning, public art, and zoning and
development review) led by assistant directors and
division managers. The 2016 budget sets aside just over
$3 million in operating costs for the department which
includes funding for 40 staff.
DCP’s strategic planning division houses its

transportation planning functions and has three full-time positions solely dedicated to
transportation. The city has a bicycle/pedestrian coordinator, a principal transportation
planner, and another transportation planner. Along with these dedicated positions, the
Planning Director and Assistant Director for Strategic Planning play a role in guiding
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transportation plans and policy.
Because of Pittsburgh’s fiscal and staffing constraints, DCP’s role in transportation
focuses on contributing to already existing projects rather than proactive, strategic
planning. It tends to focus its work within the context of existing neighborhood and
corridor planning. For example, DCP makes design suggestions for streets already being
resurfaced and rebuilt. The department also reviews the transportation impacts of
proposed private developments. DCP conducts some programmatic work such as an
annual bike count and managing the city’s residential parking permit program. However,
the department has no capacity, ability, or mandate to implement capital projects.
Conducting long-range and strategic planning for the entire city is one of DCP’s
primary functions. In 2011, DCP began a comprehensive planning process for the entire
city of Pittsburgh. A large portion of the plan focused on transportation and was known as
MovePGH. When Mayor Peduto took office in 2014, Ray Gastil (the planning director)
paused MovePGH’s development for a variety of reasons including its failure to involve
other city agencies in the planning process. While there is interest in restarting the
planning process, it is complicated by the city’s principal transportation planner’s
extended leave of absence.
Beyond the pause on a city-wide comprehensive plan, Pittsburgh is moving forward
with developing elements of a broader transportation policy. In April 2015, Mayor Peduto
issued an executive order instructing DCP to draft a complete streets policy for the city. As
a first step in developing the guideline, DCP held a Complete Streets Workshop in
December 2015 and included representatives from other stakeholders across government
including DPW and the Port Authority. DCP has started developing its own standards to
create consistent policies and designs for Pittsburgh’s streets. The NACTO Urban Street
Design Guide will inform these new standards.
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Pittsburgh’s Department of Public Works
Pittsburgh’s Department of Public Works (DPW) is a much larger operation than DCP.
The agency is responsible for building, maintaining, and operating Pittsburgh’s
transportation network as well as maintaining its parks and buildings. It also manages
solid waste collection. DPW is organized into four main sub-agencies (administration,
DPW Key Stats
Total Department Budget:
$47,581,003 (2016 Budget;
includes non-transportation
related functions)
Total staff: 628 (2016
Budget)
Number of Divisions: 4

operations, transportation & engineering, and
environmental services). In 2016, its total operating
budget is $47.5 million (across all administrations) and
administers the vast majority of the city’s capital
budget. The department employs 628 total staff.
DPW’s role in transportation revolves around
delivering new infrastructure projects and maintaining
the city’s existing assets. The Bureau of Operations and

the Bureau of Transportation & Engineering (T&E) share these responsibilities. Within
these divisions, work on streets, rights of way, and infrastructure is diffuse. Both divisions
have significant transportation and non-transportation related responsibilities. For
example, the operations bureau is responsible for the ongoing maintenance of the streets
as well as street cleaning, snow removal, streetlight and signage maintenance. However,
operations’ street maintenance responsibilities do not include the city’s annual street
paving program (these sit in T&E). Project delivery and street operations reside in T&E.
Both bureaus have duties to manage and maintain city-owned buildings and facilities.
Because of these shared responsibilities, it is a challenge to pin down the specific
headcount of staff working on transportation or its total budget.
The bulk of transportation project implementation work occurs within T&E. The city’s
municipal traffic engineer oversees a team managing traffic signals, street signage
placement, traffic studies, development reviews, and management for traffic improvement
projects. T&E is responsible for inspecting critical infrastructure (such as bridges) and
manages major projects. In short, DPW implements Pittsburgh’s transportation projects
and maintains its assets.
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Because of the city’s fiscal constraints, DPW mostly focuses on work necessary to
maintain existing infrastructure by conducting critical repairs and its ongoing efforts to
repave city roads on a regular basis. Similarly,
restrictions on staffing levels limit the department’s
ability to do forward-thinking or strategic planning.
Many of the department’s design and engineering
functions are bid out to consulting firms because of

“Restrictions on
staffing levels limits
[DPW]’s ability to do

capacity issues within the department. Staff

forward-thinking or

responsible for specific design and review functions

strategic planning.”

oversee large portfolios and are often overwhelmed by
the volume of work they are responsible for.

The Relationship Between DCP and DPW
Despite their differences in scope, DCP and DPW do not work completely
independently of each other. For example, DCP’s bicycle and pedestrian coordinator works
closely with DPW to update lane designs on streets being repaved to include bicycle lanes
and other elements of a complete street. Similarly, many development reviews conducted
by DCP are done with DPW’s input.
However, in conversations with staff in both departments, it is clear there are more
opportunities for collaboration and coordination. The next section outlines these findings
in more detail.

Findings from Pittsburgh Meetings
In November 2015 and January 2016, I met in Pittsburgh with city departments and
other transportation stakeholders. The goal was to understand how transportation is
managed in the city, what works, where frustrations lie, and gauge ideas for how to
improve the situation. Box 1 has a complete list of stakeholders and the date of their
interviews.
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These key themes emerged:
No one person or agency has clear responsibility for transportation.
While many interviewees said they viewed DPW as the lead agency on transportationrelated matters, no one could point to a single entity responsible for transportation in the
city. While stakeholders recognize DCP for providing some vision, they also view DPW as
the agency tasked to lead the implementation of transportation projects. However, with
the various agencies and departments involved in transportation (both inside and outside
of Pittsburgh government), many

Box 1: List of Stakeholder Meetings by date

groups play a significant role in the

November 6, 2015

city’s mobility and infrastructure.

Office of Management and Budget
Alex Pazuchanics (Mayor’s Policy Advisor)

Beyond the agencies involved, not

Guy Costa (Director of Operations)

having a single person with

Department of City Planning
Department of Public Works

organizational responsibility creates

January 12 & 13, 2016

other challenges. Some expressed

Office of Management and Budget

frustration with multiple groups

Department of City Planning

having a role in decision making for

Department of Public Works

transportation programs, projects, and

Mayor Bill Peduto and Chief of Staff Kevin Acklin
Urban Redevelopment Authority

policies. This creates a dynamic where

Pittsburgh Downtown Partnership

the word of one agency or person goes

Pittsburgh Parking Authority

against another. Often, conflicting

Staff for Councilwoman Deborah Gross

priorities or decisions need to be

Councilwoman Natalia Rudiak

adjudicated by the mayor or his staff.

Similarly, it forces staff with technical (engineering/planning) roles and expertise to make
decisions with political implications they might be uncomfortable making. This can lead to
unnecessary delays and backlogs.
For those outside the city such as developers and other government agencies, the lack
of a single point of contact creates ambiguity about who has the authority and causes
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missed opportunities for collaboration. No one acts as an ambassador to represent the city
or its transportation priorities externally. Similarly, it does not give outside entities a
clear sense of who is responsible for making decisions or guiding policy. As an example,
Pittsburgh does not have a person designated as a liaison to the Port Authority or other
agencies. While this is a result of the city’s constrained resources, it prevents Pittsburgh
from having direct lines of contact to drive projects and align priorities.
The lack of a definitive leader on transportation creates a management vacuum both
within and outside of City Hall.

There is not widespread awareness of Mayor Peduto’s vision for transportation
In every meeting, interviewees were asked to explain their perception of Pittsburgh’s
vision or goals for transportation. Consistently, no one was able to provide an answer.
While agencies such as DCP and DPW were tasked to create a Complete Streets policy, no
one could articulate a larger vision for the city. Similarly, external stakeholders had a
sense of what the priorities are, but no one could explain them. Some said they were
confused about vision and goals. Others explicitly stated they did not think there was a
vision for the city.
However, in meetings with Mayor Peduto, he laid out a clear transportation vision in
three parts.
1. Pittsburgh must prioritize maintaining its existing infrastructure.
2. Pittsburgh’s streets should be multi-modal.
3. Pittsburgh’s streets are public spaces for people, not just cars.
Having a vision that isn’t communicated widely through the community and deep into
city departments creates challenges. Agencies and staff are not able to prioritize projects
based on the city’s goals and vision. Decisions can be made arbitrarily and based on staff
preferences rather than a cohesive strategy for the city. With a stated policy, it is much
easier to explain the rationale or basis for unpopular decisions to citizens, developers, and
other stakeholders. City staff can explain these goals to external parties who, in turn, can
help disseminate it to their neighbors and own constituents.
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Communicating about and coordinating transportation is a challenge for
Pittsburgh.
Across modes of communications, Pittsburgh has trouble conveying its message and
coordinating action on transportation. From an internal perspective, interagency
communications and collaboration are ad hoc. While the relationship between DPW and
DCP can be strong, there are missed opportunities to collaborate. Similarly, there are no
standing meetings between the departments (on any level) to coordinate on capital
projects, discuss ideas for future projects or policies, or to set priorities. This forces ad-hoc
and uncoordinated meetings. Frequently, OMB serves as the conduit between
departments because it tracks the status of capital projects and monitors funding
opportunities.
A prime example of the lack of communication is the city’s paving schedule. Each year,
DPW repaves approximately 50 miles of streets. Repaving the streets provides an
opportunity to redesign a street’s layout and create facilities for bicycles or rethink the
design of travel and parking lanes. However, because of Pittsburgh’s diffuse structure, it is
rare that the city’s bicycle and pedestrian planner receives a list of streets being repaved
with enough notice to help redesign them or have input on their striping. Often, the city
maintains existing designs. The lack of formal communication structures and processes
create missed opportunities for collaboration and

“There is a need for
proactive, strategic
communications
coordinated across
stakeholder groups.”

innovation.
With external communications, many people
expressed dissatisfaction with how Pittsburgh conducts
outreach about its work. This ranges from how the city
disseminates information about traffic impacts from road
projects to how it provides clear explanations of decisions.
Stakeholders felt a more explicit articulation of the city’s

plans for transportation and the creation of an umbrella to oversee mobility and
infrastructure would help open communication channels. One community stakeholder
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lamented the city not proactively sharing information about road closures because they
could help amplify this information by broadcasting information to their constituents.
Clearly, there is a need for proactive, strategic communications coordinated across
stakeholder groups.

Evaluation of effectiveness is not part of the equation yet.
Pittsburgh has trouble assessing the effectiveness of its efforts. Without a specific set
of strategies or goals for transportation, there are not metrics to measure performance.
While the city tracks its outputs (such as miles paved, signs installed, or bike lane miles
striped), there is not a clear understanding of how this impacts quality of life for citizens.
This is not uncommon among peer cities. Section 3 talks about the challenges many cities
have in tracking and reporting their efficacy. This remains an area where Pittsburgh has
an opportunity to demonstrate the value of transportation planning and project delivery
efforts.
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IV: Learning from Other Cities
Cities across the country seek to understand how the way local governments organize
transportation functions impacts its effectiveness. Every city is structured differently and
faces unique constraints based on its history and current realities. By examining how
other cities structure themselves, Pittsburgh can adopt current trends in urban mobility,
understand the “recipes” used in effective approaches to transportation, and make choices
about how to improve its own operations.
As part of this effort, NACTO and the City of Pittsburgh identified eight cities to
investigate how they “do” transportation. Peer cities were identified based on their size
(both population and land area), location, how they manage mobility, or other factors
Box 2: Peer Cities and Their “Peer
City” Rationale

deemed for Pittsburgh. Box 2 lists the peer cities
and the their criteria for the study.

Regional Peers
Philadelphia†

The research revolved around three dimensions:

Cincinnati

1.

Transportation Managed by DPW

What is each city’s departmental landscape for

Atlanta†

transportation, mobility, and infrastructure? What

Denver†

is the city’s lead agency? Where does it sit in

Minneapolis†*
Transportation Managed by DOT

Departmental Structure & Landscape.

government? What is its budget? How many

Austin†

employees or functional units does it have?

Seattle†

2.

Washington, DC†

roles and functions does the lead transportation

Cities Undergoing a
Transportation Structure or
Organizational Transformation

department fulfill? What services do they provide?

Boston†

3.

Oakland†
†NACTO Member
*No research phone calls were held
with Minneapolis

Departmental Functions & Roles. What

How do they categorize their work?
Culture & Success Factors. How do these

cities accomplish the work they do? How does their
structure and culture impact the success (or lack
thereof) of their projects, policies, and programs?
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Assessing Departmental Landscapes
On the most basic level, it is important to understand the departmental landscape in
each city. Do they have a Department of Transportation or Public Works or both? Who
oversees street design, construction, and maintenance? Does a separate department
handle parking? Is there Department of Public Works entity with a role that goes beyond
mobility and infrastructure such as solid waste management? Table 1 shows the different
agency structures in peer cities along with other key stakeholders for transportation and
mobility.
Table 1: Departmental Landscape in Peer Cities
City

DPW

DOT

Planning
Dept.

Parking
Authority

Other
Agency/Role

Pittsburgh
(Administered
as P3)

Atlanta
Austin

(Housed in
DOT)

Boston
Cincinnati

Chief of Streets

(Public Services)

DC
Denver
Minneapolis

Philadelphia

Seattle

(Streets)

(Planning
Commission)

(Office of
Transportation
and
Infrastructure
Systems)

(Public Utilities)

(A filled box indicates a city has this department within its organizational chart. Alternative names for agencies or
roles are listed in parenthesis.)

Of the cities selected, all had a planning department, but other departments varied
significantly. For example, of the nine cities, all but two (Philadelphia and Seattle) had a
Department of Public Works with transportation or infrastructure functions. Some cities
manage transportation entirely in their Department of Public Works while other split it
between multiple agencies.
For the three cities without any Department of Transportation, the way their
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Departments of Public Works manage transportation varies widely. In Atlanta, there is a
separate Office of Transportation wholly overseeing transportation. Denver’s DPW has a
division dedicated to transportation but the agency’s operations and planning divisions
also have transportation-related roles. In Minneapolis, the Department of Public Works is
segmented into a utilities function and a transportation function. Within the
transportation function, there are four divisions dedicated to engineering, maintenance,
traffic and parking, and planning/programs.
Among cities with Departments of Transportation, all but Seattle had a Department of
Public Works sharing management of streets and infrastructure. In situations where
multiple agencies have responsibility for roads and public rights of way, it is essential to
identify the distinctions between agencies, the tasks they share, and how they transition
work across agencies.
As a mini-case study in these differences, Boston and Washington, D.C. are two cities
with both a DPW and a DOT but unique approaches to how they manage specific
transportation functions. Using parking as an example, in Washington, D.C, DDOT (the
city’s Department of Transportation) is responsible for deciding the location of parking
meters while its Department of Public Works enforces parking violations. In Boston, the
Office of the Parking Clerk is housed within the Transportation Department and manages
the entirety of the city’s parking. As another example, DDOT holds complete responsibility
for managing transportation capital projects as well as paving and street maintenance. In
Boston, the Transportation Department works on planning transportation projects but
DPW manages project implementation and handles all street maintenance. Within
Boston, distinctions in agencies even come down to who oversees individual parts of the
public realm. Boston Transportation Department maintains and repairs signs,
streetlights, and signals while the Department of Public Works handles potholes and
resurfacing.
Of the four cities with both a DOT and a DPW, only Washington, DC’s DOT has prime
oversight and responsibility for street maintenance. In DC’s case, DPW’s role in
transportation is street cleaning and snow clearance. As another example, in Cincinnati,
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responsibility for complete rehabilitation of streets falls within its Department of
Transportation and Engineering while the Department of Public Services (its equivalent of
a DPW) fixes spot pothole repairs.
In addition to differences in which city agencies oversee transportation, mobility, and
infrastructure, there are vast differences in the resources cities dedicate to these
functions. For example, in cities where the DPW handles transportation, the budgets and
headcounts are much higher because these departments typically focus on more than
transportation. However, in Seattle (one of two cities without a DPW serving a
transportation-related role), their Department of Transportation has more staff and
budget than Atlanta’s entire DPW. Table 2 outlines the differences in city budgets, staff,
and functional units for lead transportation agencies.
Table 2: Key Statistics and Figures for Peer City Transportation Agencies
City
Lead Transportation Agency

Agency Budget

FTE

Transportation
Functional
Units or
Divisions

Atlanta
Department of Public Works

$112.2 million

768

1

Austin
Austin Department of Transportation

$43.4 million

220.5

6

Boston
Department of Transportation

$33.2 million

351.9

2

Cincinnati
Department of Transportation and Engineering
DC
District Department of Transportation
Denver
Department of Public Works
Minneapolis
Department of Public Works/City Engineer

$13 million

173.4

5

$106.7 million

576

8

$376.3 million

1,162.4

7

$326.6 million

440.75

4

Philadelphia
Mayor's Office of Transportation &
Infrastructure Services and Department of Streets

$189.3 million

476

10 + OTIS

Pittsburgh
Department of City Planning
& Department of Public Works

$50.7 million

668

3

Seattle
Seattle Department of Transportation

$394.8 million

834

8
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Inventory of Departmental Functions & Roles
To understand functional roles in peer cities, each department’s website was cataloged
for its responsibilities and services offered. As a caveat, many of these city’s websites are
not regularly updated so information can be outdated or inaccurate so this inventory is not
intended to be definitive. If a city had both a Department of Transportation and a
Department of Public Works, the inventory only took into account the work done by the
Department of Transportation.
Initially, the inventory identified 65 distinct responsibilities grouped into eleven larger
categories (and an “other” catchall). The categories include:
•

Construction/Engineering

•

Programs

•

Maintenance

•

Public Realm

•

Parking

•

Traffic

•

Permitting

•

Transit

•

Planning

•

Other

•

Policy

While some of the 65 items were unique to just one city (such as Cincinnati’s DOT
being responsible for maintaining retaining walls or Philadelphia’s Department of Streets
licensing pedicabs), there was typically overlap across cities and functions. For example,
each city conducted bike/pedestrian planning and oversaw traffic signals operations.
Ultimately, an agency’s ability to perform specific
activities is a function of its unique context and

“Ultimately, an

constraints. Geography, tax base, institutional

agency’s ability to

knowledge, and leadership’s priorities all play a role in
determining what individual transportation agencies
include in their scope. As a result, this analysis is not

perform specific
activities is a function

intended to serve as a recommendation for a particular

of its unique context

model for agencies to adopt. Rather, it provides an

and constraints.”

overview of a diverse landscape and a framework for
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how cities to categorize the work their transportation agency(s) conduct.

Success Factors in Cities
Interviews were conducted with each of the peer cities (except Minneapolis) to learn
how their processes, cultures, and leadership styles impact their departments and drive
success. The interviews also asked how cities measured their effectiveness and if they had
any advice for Pittsburgh as it considers reorganizing. Box 3 lists the specific questions
used during interviews with each city.
Ultimately, each city and its leaders take concrete steps to create a multi-modal, safe,
and forward-thinking transportation system. The personalities and leadership styles of
transportation agency executives drive some of these factors. Others are the result of
processes or the structure within a city’s government.
Box 3: Interview Questions for Peer Cities

Executive vision and leadership: Does your city have an overarching vision for
transportation? Describe how your city's leadership communicates and drives
implementation of this vision.
Project Delivery Process: Describe how your department brings projects from conception
to delivery. Who are the different actors involved?
Organization: Describe how your department is structured. Has it always been this way
and if not, what prompted the change? What are its strengths and weaknesses?
External Departments: How does your department interact with other city/external
departments to deliver projects/implement new programs or policies?
Collaboration: Has your department implemented any special ways to coordinate and
collaborate internally?
Programs/Policies: Describe your department's balance between building/managing
physical assets and other activities like outreach or other programs?
Effectiveness: How does your department define effectiveness? How does it measure its
impact and use this information to drive its operations?
Advice: What advice do you have for a city considering rethinking how it manages
transportation?

These conversations covered a wide range of topics and provided some city-specific
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observations. Key insights emerged from across the cities.

An agency’s name matters little. An agency’s scope and results matter a lot.
The scope of a city’s lead transportation agency and its capacity to do work does not
relate directly to whether it is a Department of Public Works or a Department of
Transportation. Because the range of services offered by agencies varies widely, one
cannot make assumptions about a department based on its name alone. As a result, this
difference matters most on a city-by-city basis and depends on the city’s organizational
chart at-large. For example, a city that only has a Department of Public Works might rely
on their city’s planning department to conduct transportation planning more than a city
with a Department of Transportation. One could claim because Departments of Public
Works’ scopes tend to go beyond transportation (for example, solid waste collection or
building maintenance), their ethos’ tend to focus on hard infrastructure and services more
than Departments of Transportation. As cities think about transportation more
holistically, municipalities who separate transportation functions into a distinct and
specialized unit tend to see more progress.
Ultimately, the name of the agency does not matter as much as how collaboration
happens between and within agencies.

Vision and executive leadership matter.
Throughout conversations with peer cities, it became clear cities with strong
transportation visions and leadership appeared to function most effectively. When city
departments align themselves around common goals and outcomes, it allows them to
coordinate their actions, removes decision-making ambiguity, and streamlines
communications with stakeholders (both inside and outside of government). In cities
where mayors and other top leaders had not clearly laid out priorities for transportation,
staff felt constraints in their ability to act decisively and felt uncertain about how their
work fit into broader city policies.
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Vision takes many forms. In some cities, an overarching commitment from the mayor
to road and pedestrian safety through “Vision Zero” (or similar) prioritizes activities and
ensures executive buy-in on projects. Cities with proper strategic plans for transportation
felt they provided an implementation roadmap and removed the need to constantly
reassess priorities. As an extension, cities adopting plans with broad public processes and
the involvement of other agencies felt they could be more aggressive when implementing
these plans because they already had community input. In Atlanta, the city developed its
25-year ConnectAtlanta plan with broad input from citizens and other city departments.
As a result, the city’s DPW already had legitimacy to implement the plan from both inside
and outside of government.
One of the best examples of a city working to create public buy-in around a concrete
plan is Seattle. In November 2014, voters approved Move Seattle, a ten-year
transportation plan laying out specific investments around three strategic priorities (safe
routes, maintenance and repair, and congestion relief). The Move Seattle plan includes a
$930 million budget funded through an annual levy on property owners. By having the
public vote to approve the plan, its investments, and its funding, the entire city bought
into the vision. City staff understand the strategic priorities for ten years, citizens
anticipate the work to be done, and external stakeholders align themselves accordingly.
Signals from a city’s executive also make a big impact. As discussed earlier, Boston
Mayor Marty Walsh created a “Chief of Streets” position in August 2015 to oversee the
city’s existing Transportation Department and Department of Public Works. Since the
position was created, Chris Osgood (the inaugural chief of streets) has helped coordinate
the activities of the departments, created new processes to keep projects on track,
adjudicated the specific responsibilities of the departments (one early example was which
agency has responsibility for removing abandoned bikes), and oversaw strategic planning
for a new transportation vision. While the position is relatively new, the role has already
created accountability for internal stakeholders and a new conduit for external ones. It
provides a framework for the city to coordinate work and demonstrates Boston’s
commitment to a progressive approach to transportation.
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Agency structure should facilitate project delivery and unambiguous decisionmaking.
While an agency’s title does not have material impacts on its effectiveness, how an
agency is organized does matter. Some cities organize their transportation agencies
geographically, by mode, and functionally. Other cities use a “matrix” system allowing
groups across the agency to lead projects and form teams around individual efforts. Each
of these structures has its advantages and disadvantages. Ultimately, what matters most
is how agency units interact and hand work off to each other.
Effective agencies operate as a continuum facilitating the conception, delivery, and
operations/maintenance of projects. For example, Seattle segments their department into
groups of sub-units around planning and project development, engineering and
construction, and then operations and maintenance. Each of these categories houses
multiple sub-functions. For example, within the agency’s Street Use and Capital Projects
units are categorized as “engineering and construction” groups. This helps SDOT organize
its work and functions to facilitate precise roles and transition points.
Matrix organizations see this as an advantage and a challenge. Allowing different
offices and staff teams to drive implementation of projects and programs can create an
entrepreneurial spirit within government. When ad hoc groups of staff come together to
work on new and special projects, it helps forge new approaches through collaboration and
builds relationships across an agency. However, it also fosters a dynamic potentially
creating uncertainty about who truly “owns” a particular project or type of project. Among
the cities interviewed, few had a true matrix structure. Those who did acknowledged
inconsistency in managing priorities and seeing projects from conception to delivery.
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A fundamental challenge for any agency is establishing clear lines of accountability
and delineating decision-making roles. In cities with multiple agencies focused on
transportation and infrastructure, there can be
counterproductive overlap in roles and

“In cities with multiple

responsibilities. For example, in a city with a

agencies focused on

DOT and a DPW, both agencies likely employ
planners and engineers. This can create a

transportation and
infrastructure, there can

dynamic where agency opinions differ and
project paralysis ensues. Each project should

be counterproductive

clearly define handoff points and who arbitrates

overlap in roles and

disputes on technical questions to facilitate

responsibilities.”

strong delivery.

Collaboration, coordination, and communication must be consistent &
intentional.
One of the most pervasive findings from conversations with peer cities is the
importance and challenges of collaboration. While it is very easy to say departments and
stakeholders need to work together more, it is easy to eschew collaboration out
convenience or a job’s busy demands. Furthermore, how and when collaboration happens
must be thoughtful and intentional. While few want to admit “more meetings” is the
solution to improving project delivery, cities implementing regularly scheduled meetings
find considerable success. Some cities adopt a “project steering committee” assembled from
across the city (or divisions within an agency) responsible for meeting regularly to track
project progress, troubleshoot emerging problems, and provide updates on status to other
stakeholders.
Seattle Department of Transportation Director Scott Kubly built a culture of
collaboration through frequent and deliberate reports combined meeting to improve
coordination. He requires his direct reports to send him updates every Tuesday on items in
front of the council, media, community, and other city departments. The department holds
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a weekly senior staff meeting as well as a separate meeting with his direct reports looking
ahead to the next two weeks. Beyond weekly senior staff meetings, there is a monthly
convening with approximately 80 staff to discuss challenges and opportunities facing the
department as well as coordinating activities across functional groups for the next
hundred days. At these larger meetings, Scott’s team creates a seating chart to
intentionally seat staff with colleagues from outside their department to facilitate new
personal connections across the department.
While internal coordination is essential, cities also underscored the importance of
including external stakeholders both on an individual project-basis but also in ongoing and
regular ways. For example, in Austin, leaders of local DOTs and other transportationrelated agencies meet for a monthly lunch to update each other, coordinate initiatives, and
build professional relationships.
Philadelphia’s former Mayor’s Office of Transportation and Utilities (MOTU)1
incorporated both sets of stakeholders into their work. The office guided the city’s
transportation policy and special initiatives spanning multiple city agencies. For example,
it oversaw capital projects and prioritized future work. It also launched and managed the
city’s bike share system. Philadelphia has a Department of Streets responsible for
engineering and ongoing maintenance but MOTU looked at the city’s overall approach to
transportation. A prime example of this distinction is MOTU’s role in coordinating the
city’s applications for infrastructure funding. Much of the city’s success in implementing
projects and winning grant funding came from the project committee-based approach
MOTU used by convening relevant parties across city government and appropriate
external agencies (such as the police department or regional transit authority). Having
MOTU as a coordinating group helped prioritize the city’s work, creates clear
responsibilities, and aligns stakeholders around policies. The new Office of Transportation
and Infrastructure Services has a similar scope but is determining how it approaches its

1

Since research effort began, Philadelphia’s new mayor has revamped the city’s approach to
transportation. As part of this transformation, the Mayor’s Office of Transportation and Utilities
(MOTU) has been reconceived as the Office of Transportation and Infrastructure Services (OTIS).
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roles in policymaking and overseeing projects.

Cities struggle to define and measure transportation effectiveness.
A key question of this study is how organizational structures impact the effectiveness
of city transportation agencies or individual projects. However, cities largely struggle to
define effectiveness. Most departments have metrics or performance indicators used to
measure their work but few cities feel this data truly evaluates the public value they
provide. Fewer felt they used these measures to guide decisions or policy priorities. Almost
every city interviewed felt defining and quantifying effectiveness was an area they were
still “figuring out” or “evolving their thinking in.”
Cities transportation agencies broadly track their impact in terms of outputs such as
number of miles of streets paved or signs installed. This is the norm for cities because it is
easy to observe and catalog. Some cities (such as Cincinnati) have started tracking more
advanced versions of these metrics to understand their costs by measuring cost per lane
mile or the number of change orders per project.
Other cities keep close track of service-related outputs such as average time to fill a
pothole after it is reported or customer satisfaction ratings from surveys. In cities where a
proper performance management or “stat” program is used to chart the progress across
departments, these service-level agreements (SLAs) typically dominate an agency’s
evaluation.

“This focus on tracking

However, as cities pursue more progressive

outcomes over outputs

transportation policies, there is wide recognition

translates to measuring

more does not necessarily mean better. Cities now

broader goals such as

use metrics to determine if they realize desired

improved safety,

policy goals. This focus on tracking outcomes over

reliability, or travel
choices”

outputs translates to measuring broader goals such
as improved safety, reliability, or travel choices.
Agencies need to create a framework to understand
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how the number of miles of roads they pave in a given year or the signs they install
translates into the bolder outcomes sought from transportation networks. By focusing on
outcomes rather than outputs, cities demonstrate the value of their work by better
defining and tracking the implementation of their vision.
The next big opportunity for cities looking to measure the “effectiveness” of their
transportation agencies is to collect data on their activities and use it to drive future work
priorities. This does not suggest cities are not presently using data to guide decisions. For
example, as Vision Zero policies proliferate across cities, increased use of mapping of
dangerous roads and intersections helps prioritize and target areas for improvements.
Similarly, many cities with strategic plans governing their transportation policies and
projects outline evaluation metrics to determine the effectiveness of efforts. However,
cities understand there is a need to define the results they seek and create measures to
track progress towards meeting these outcomes.

Frequent reorganization of city transportation agencies provides useful lessons.
It is not uncommon for cities to reorganize their organizational charts or individual
agencies to manage mobility better. This creates a wealth of knowledge about what
prompts and drives successful transformations. It also provides evidence that regularly
reconsidering how a city manages transportation allows it to adapt to new priorities and
realities.
Some cities create new agencies when they realize a larger organization is needed to
support their goals. In 2008, Austin appointed a director of city-wide transportation (Rob
Spillar) to develop a cohesive approach to transportation and be its advocate inside and
outside of government. However, after six months, it became apparent Austin should
establish an independent department to drive further development and implementation of
this vision.
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The bond between a mayor and their head of transportation is another critical factor
in the success of an agency transformation. In Washington, D.C., when Mayor Anthony
Williams appointed Dan
Tangherlini as the city’s director
of transportation (housed within
an existing Department of Public
Works), his original charge was to
take control of a crisis where
public rights of way had been torn
up by utility companies without
the city’s permission. Tangherlini
was able to fix the problem at
hand and then began focusing on
charting a course to create a
structure of accountability. In
this process, the city realized the

City Transportation Agency
Reorganizations and Transformations
Austin: DOT created in 2008
Boston: Chief of Streets position created in 2015
DC: DOT created in 2002 and consistently
shifting agency organizational chart based on
priorities.
Philadelphia: Mayor’s Office of Transportation
and Utilities (MOTU) reformed as Office of
Transportation and Infrastructure Systems
(OTIS): 2016
Seattle: Reorganized Seatrans into SDOT in
2002. Added “Major Projects” division in 2004.
Reorganized in 2014-15 in advance of Move
Seattle levy.

need for a standalone Department of Transportation to coordinate activities. Another key
to DC’s success came from the strength of Tangherlini’s relationship with the mayor who
appointed him. Their partnership was rooted in a trust that gave Tangherlini latitude to
make tough choices on the mayor’s behalf and coordinate freely with the range of
stakeholders in DC.
One of the most important lessons is to view transformation as a period of time rather
than than a single moment. In Seattle, when Mayor Greg Nichols worked to jumpstart an
existing, yet lagging Department of Transportation, his director spent her first few months
speaking with employees (both privately and in groups) throughout the city to understand
what was working and what was not. Because employees knew the director reported
directly to the mayor it instilled credibility in the process. These meetings helped identify
both areas of opportunity for improvement and which employees could be the problem
solvers to count on as agents of change. It also helped identify what attitudes and
employees might be stumbling blocks in creating change.
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The Key Principles for Structuring Transportation Agencies
Based on the conversations and findings, it is evident every city needs to chart a
specific course when thinking about the structure of their transportation agencies.
However, cities should consider these principles:
•
•
•

•

•

Establish and convey a clear vision for transportation in your city. Then determine
the strategies to achieve the vision and the metrics to measure their effectiveness.
Create agency structures to move policies, programs, and projects from conception
and planning through to delivery, operations, and maintenance.
Be intentional and consistent about collaboration. Commit to specific events,
norms, and expectations to create a cohesive and transparent culture within an
agency. Think about how to involve stakeholders both inside and outside of
government.
Defining and measuring effectiveness is hard but can be iterative. Agencies should
create measures tied back to transportation goals. Then, constantly find ways to
refine and improve measures to convey agency value and help improve decision
making.
Reorganizing city hierarchies and individual departments do not need to happen
constantly but should be explored regularly.

Future Opportunities for Research/Inquiry
As this research unfolded, other opportunities for research and inquiry became clear.
Specifically, cities should collaborate to help define a process for agencies to define their
local metrics of effectiveness and how to collect those measurements. Similarly, cities
would benefit from a guide to strategic planning for city transportation agencies
themselves to complement comprehensive transportation plans for a city.
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V: What Can We Learn from Academic and Popular Literature?
Despite the intense interest from cities about the best way to organize themselves to
manage transportation, there is virtually nothing written in the academic and peerreviewed literature on the topic. Much has been written about the impacts of different
forms of city government (such as strong-mayor vs. weak mayor vs. council-manager
systems). Similarly, there is robust research on the effects of consolidating multiples cities
or creating a combined city-county government. However, it was hard to identify any
articles written about how cities should broadly organize their departments (both for
transportation and at-large).
Because of this dearth of research, there is not an evidence-based approach to
recommend to Pittsburgh or any other city about the “best” way to manage transportation
within their city government’s structure.
However, much has been written about how to approach organization change both
within the public and private sectors.
Some of the seminal work on change management comes from Harvard Business
School professor John Kotter, who advocates an eight-stage approach to help organizations
undergo transformations2. Kotter’s eight steps have applicability for any organization
despite being geared towards the private sector. In a Spring 1995 issue of Harvard
Business Review, Kotter outlines these eight steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

2

Establish a sense of urgency
Form a powerful guiding coalition
Create a vision
Communicate the vision
Empower others to act on the vision
Plan for and create short-term wins
Consolidate improvements and produce still more change
Institutionalize new approaches

Kotter, John. 1995. "Leading Change: Why Transformation Efforts Fail". Harvard Business Review.
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Kotter emphasizes how change is a process with steps organizations should take
sequentially and fully realize before moving on. According to Kotter, “Skipping steps
creates only the illusion of speed and never produces a satisfying result.”
Other scholars have paid attention to the specific nuances of change management in
the public sector. A 2006 article in Public Administration Review provides a meta-analysis
of peer reviewed and popular approaches to changes within government (including
Kotter’s)3. While their findings echo Kotter, the authors believe change in the public sector
does not need to be stringently sequential as Kotter suggests. Rather, the authors propose
eight success factors that “influence the outcome of change initiatives at different

points of the process.”
Their eight factors are:
1. Ensure the need: Leaders must create a rationale for the change and consistently
communicate a compelling vision for change throughout the organization.
2. Provide a plan: Change efforts should be organized and well-defined so they do
not devolve into a series of unrelated activities or distractions.
3. Build internal support for change and overcome resistance: No matter how
well leaders justify or plan change, they need to engage multiple levels of the
organization throughout the process. Some suggest organizations can
“overestimate” how much resistance change will face but it is still necessary to keep
leaders involved in the process to show their personal commitment and attention to
the change.
4. Ensure top-management support and commitment: Whether leaders charge a
single person or a larger coalition to lead the change, studies show the importance
of involving people at the top to drive change.
5. Build external support: Outside stakeholders working closely with an
organization should be involved because of their ability to direct resources to and
influence the success of any change.
6. Provide resources: Research cited asserts change is never as cheap or without
tradeoffs as an organization might want or expect. Funding is helpful for staff to
achieve the technical and administrative changes needed to implement the change
or reconcile tradeoffs.

Fernandez, Sergio, and Hal G. Rainey. 2006. "Managing Successful Organizational Change In The
Public Sector". Public Administration Review 66 (2): 168-176. doi:10.1111/j.1540-6210.2006.00570.x.
3
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7. Institutionalize the change: Any changes to process or policy must be
consistently incorporated into an organization’s culture and operations. The pace of
incorporating these changes is highly dependent on context but because of the
political nature of public sector change, there is often time sensitivity.
8. Pursue comprehensive change: Change should be all encompassing and
pervasive throughout an entire organization. Some argue that beginning with “high
impact” changes helps prime people by setting the stage for the smaller and easier
changes to come.
While there are many approaches to change and even more nuance when working
within the public sector, it is clear from the literature that change should be deliberate
with clear champions and includes the range of stakeholders impacted by the change. Just
as there is no single way to organize a city government or manage transportation within
cities, there is no best way to lead change within a city. Whatever approach Pittsburgh
adopts must conform to local realities informed by what has made change successful (and
unsuccessful) elsewhere.
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VI: A Way Forward for Pittsburgh
With an understanding of the dynamics surrounding transportation in Pittsburgh,
how other cities manage transportation, and the current thinking about leading change in
government, a framework for rethinking how Pittsburgh approaches transportation
emerges.
It is clear from speaking with stakeholders in Pittsburgh there is a lack of wellcommunicated vision and clear leadership or accountability for transportation policy and
projects. Conversations with other cities underscored how essential both of these
ingredients are to be successful in driving projects and progress. Beyond what cities call
their departments or how they structure them, these factors are paramount.

Assessing Pittsburgh’s Options
The situation in Pittsburgh is not dire or critical. The city could maintain its status
quo and it would not threaten public safety or the integrity of the government. However, it
is clear change would be beneficial. Particularly as Pittsburgh becomes a hotbed of activity
in the development of autonomous vehicles at Carnegie Mellon University and Uber, there
will be a spotlight on transportation in the city. Similarly, as the city’s fiscal situation
improves and it prepares to exit Act 47 status, the city will have new opportunities to
invest in infrastructure.
Some of the options to improve transportation management involve moving functions
around within the city’s organizational chart by creating or drastically reframing the role
of city departments. Others require a commitment to defining the city’s vision and
approach to transportation. No matter the course Pittsburgh chooses, the city has a chance
to remake itself for the better.
Pittsburgh’s choices represent a spectrum ranging from maintaining the status quo to
a radical overhaul of the entire city government. Each step would require more political
will and organizational effort. While the items described in the graphic below could be
done independently of each other, every step is intended to be inclusive of preceding steps.
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Status Quo

Increased
Coordination

Hire a
"Director of
Transportation"

Reorganize
Existing
Departments

Create a
Department of
Transportation

These are the steps Pittsburgh could take to rethink how it is organized to manage
transportation:
•

•

•

•

Maintain the Status Quo: Pittsburgh could elect to not change how it approaches
and manages transportation. However, the consensus among stakeholders within
and outside of government is this is not an acceptable course of action.
Increased Coordination: In earlier conversations in Pittsburgh, some staff
indicated there were clearly more opportunities for collaboration across
departments about projects and other transportation matters. It is a possibility that
more deliberate use of meetings and coordination rather than a radical change in
how Pittsburgh manages transportation would yield significant impacts towards
solving the cities challenges.
Hire a “Director of Transportation”: This solution creates a new position within
city government with direct, organizational responsibility for everything
encompassing transportation in Pittsburgh. This person would oversee projects,
policies, and programs related to streets, public spaces, parking, multi-modal travel,
transit, and other topics. A director of transportation could sit inside an existing
agency (such as public works or city planning). Conversely, they could report
directly to Mayor Peduto or Chief of Staff Kevin Acklin with direct oversight of all
transportation functions (similar to Boston’s Chief of Streets). This person would
not just coordinate transportation internally but would also serve as the city’s
ambassador to outside entities such as the URA, Parking Authority, Port Authority,
SPC, and business improvement districts.
Reorganize Existing Departments: Pittsburgh could reorganize its existing
Departments of City Planning and Public Works to manage transportation more
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cohesively. For example, transportation-related staff within the Department of City
Planning would shift to the Department of Public Works. At the same time, the
structure within DPW should be reorganized to focus more on project delivery by
decoupling transportation, infrastructure, and mobility functions from others such
as building and park maintenance. Figure 2 describes this scenario.
Figure 2: Reorganize Existing Departments

•

Create a Department of Transportation: The most intense change for
Pittsburgh would be completely reorganizing the city’s organizational chart and
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creating a new Department of Transportation. A remaining question with this
approach is what would become of the Department of Public Works when one of its
major roles is removed from its scope. Locations of functions such as street sweeping
and snow removal still need to be determined. This radically changes Pittsburgh’s
departmental landscape. It also widens the scope and scale of change. The set of
stakeholders necessary to consult would also expand. Figure 3 describes this
scenario.

Figure 3: Create a Department of Transportation
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Recommended Approach
Pittsburgh should immediately create a position with organizational responsibility for
transportation. This is the single most important step Pittsburgh can take to improve
mobility and infrastructure in the city. This person should report directly to Mayor Peduto
and Chief of Staff Kevin Acklin. A proposed title is
“Director of Transportation and Infrastructure (DOTI).”

“Pittsburgh should

More than having credentials as a planner or engineer,

immediately create a

it is essential for this person to be an experienced

position with

manager with a deep background in transportation.

organizational

Their previous experiences do not need to be in
government. However, a passion for urban mobility
aligned with Mayor Peduto’s vision is a top criterion for

responsibility for
transportation.”

the hire. Mayor Peduto and his leadership team must be
willing to give this person space to operate autonomously and build relationships inside
and outside government. Most importantly, everyone in a transportation-related role will
report up to a director with full hiring and firing power.
Their immediate responsibilities should be:
1. Coordinate transportation within Pittsburgh’s government through standing
meetings and other process improvements.
2. Serve as the city’s ambassador to external stakeholders.
3. Establish and promote a cohesive vision for mobility and infrastructure in the city.
Mayor Peduto privately outlined a three-part vision. Whoever is hired should be
tasked with expanding this vision into specific strategies to execute that vision.
They would work collaboratively inside and outside city government to create the
plan.
4. Begin defining evaluation metrics to judge progress.
Reorganization of Pittsburgh’s government to better manage transportation is
necessary. However, it should not be the first step for Pittsburgh. The DOTI should lead
both the reorganization process and the newly formed transportation agency. While this
proposes some model organizational charts based on research conducted, the person
leading a new department needs to operate in and live with whatever structure is
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implemented. For this reason, they should have a major role in designing the revised
structure.
The director should spend their first six to eight months gathering information about
the capabilities of city staff along with current strengths and shortfalls. This provides an
opportunity to implement new processes and approaches, test them, and then embed them
in the culture and workflow of the revised organizational chart. It allows them to assess
the conditions within the Pittsburgh transportation and infrastructure community atlarge. After these first six to eight months, they should propose revised organizational
structures for implementation.

Hire DOTI

•Develop Vision
•Employee and stakeholder engagement

Increased
Coordination

•Operationalize Vision
•Pilot Processes & Test
Hypothesises
•Collect information to design
reorganization

Reorganize
Departments

•Continue piloting
new collaboration
processes
•Collect and analyze
effectiveness
measures

Conversations with stakeholders in Pittsburgh, the experiences in other cities, and the
review of change management literature informs this sequencing and recommendation. In
Pittsburgh, there is significant work needed to internally establish the vision and goals for
transportation as well as building relationships with external organizations who work
with the city.
The other key rationale for appointing a director to lead the creation of a vision and
reorganization of city government around transportation is rooted in academic discourse
about change management. Both in the public and private sectors, a key principle is the
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importance of having top leadership constantly communicate a consistent rationale for the
change. Another key is involving the range of stakeholders to both envision and drive
change. Engaging employees is an essential step because it gives them the opportunity to
help shape change and feel they’ve been included in a potentially turbulent process.
The key rationale to this approach is it allows ample opportunities for the new director
to assess current conditions, pilot new approaches, engage with staff, and gather the
intelligence necessary to make a revised city approach to transportation successful.

This is a bold approach for Pittsburgh. It changes the dynamics of transportation in
Pittsburgh. It creates new processes to enhance collaboration. It defines and disseminates
a cohesive vision for the city. It signals to all stakeholders that transportation is a priority
in Pittsburgh. It allows an opportunity to pilot the changes needed before they become
permanent in a new department.

Implementing the Change
The key to a successful change is rooted in principles of employee engagement,
increased coordination, and attention to outcomes.
Here is a proposed schedule of activities and initiatives to help Pittsburgh rethink its
approach to transportation to make it more effective and forward-thinking.

Date
April
2016

Activity
Mayor Peduto holds
all-hands meeting
with DCP/DPW staff

Details/Rationale
Mayor Peduto should convene a meeting of the entire staffs
of the Department of Public Works and City Planning to
explain the decision to appoint a new director in charge of
transportation. It should also be an opportunity for staff to
ask questions and express their goals for the eventual
reorganization. This is an essential first step because it sets
the tone for the entire process. The importance of employee
engagement in change management cannot be underscored.
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April
2016 –
June
2016

Recruit & hire
Director of
Transportation and
Infrastructure (DOTI)

Pittsburgh should conduct a national search for a Director
of Transportation and Infrastructure. Internal and local
candidates should be encouraged to apply. NACTO and
other organizations can be helpful in recruiting experienced
managers in urban mobility. The person hired should share
Mayor Peduto’s vision and also have their own philosophy
about progressive urban mobility.

Summer
2016

DOTI begins work

Mayor Peduto and Pittsburgh should actively promote the
appointment of the DOTI through the press and to external
stakeholders to help emphasize that transportation is a
priority for Pittsburgh.

Summer
2016

Begin weekly internal
transportation
coordination meeting

Each week, the DOTI should convene a meeting with
relevant city staff to discuss current projects, upcoming
projects, relevant impacts on other stakeholders, and ideas
for future policies/programs/projects. This group should
also begin to establish a set of measures of effectiveness
and outcomes for Pittsburgh to work towards.

Summer
2016

Begin monthly
external stakeholder
coordination meeting

Each month, DOTI should convene a meeting with external
stakeholders such as URA, the Parking Authority, the Port
Authority, PDP, Allegheny County, PWSA, and key city
staff to discuss current and upcoming projects as well as
any other areas needing coordination.

Summer
2016

Employee
engagement meetings

Upon starting, DOTI should take time to meet with city
employees both one-on-one and in groups to a) get to know
their team, b) get a sense of what does/does not work well,
and c) solicit feedback on reorganizing departments. This is
a key step in change management and should include
employees on all levels (from top managers to street
maintenance crews).

Summer
2016

External stakeholder
“road show”

DOTI should also spend a lot of their time meeting with the
key external stakeholders in transportation both to
establish working/personal relationships as well as to
gauge their understanding of what does/does not work in
Pittsburgh. These meetings will also be helpful informing
what goes into the reorganization & vision/priorities plan.

Fall 2016

Vision/priorities plan
and reorganization
planning processes
begins

Based on meetings inside and outside of government, the
DOTI will convene a small group to form a more complete
set of goals and strategies to support the city’s priorities
and vision for transportation. Throughout the planning
process, internal and external stakeholders should provide
feedback and counsel.
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Winter
2017

Winter /
Spring
2017

Release
vision/priorities plan
and present
reorganization plan

The DOTI and Mayor Peduto should release the
transportation vision/priorities and reorganization plans
internally to city staff on all levels first. This should be
done in an “all hands” meeting to help employees on all
levels understand the rationale for the
vision/reorganization as well as to publicly answer
questions about the changes. Shortly after this meeting, the
plan should be released publicly with a briefing for external
stakeholders and the public at-large.

Reorganize agencies, continue piloting new collaboration processes, and begin
measuring effectiveness of policies/projects.
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Appendix A: Pittsburgh’s Transportation Stakeholders
Pittsburgh City Government
Mayor’s Office: Mayor Peduto and his staff are intimately involved in transportation and
infrastructure policy. Kevin Acklin (the mayor’s chief of staff) serves as the chair of the
Urban Redevelopment Authority and often intervenes on disputes between stakeholders
in the absence of someone responsible for transportation in the city government. Similarly,
the mayor’s policy director has been involved in transportation policy and attended the
2015 NACTO conference.
Office of Management and Budget (OMB): OMB is responsible for preparing the city’s
operating and capital budgets as well as overseeing grant applications across the city. As a
result, OMB serves as a liaison to DCP and DPW on acquiring funding from federal, state,
regional, and philanthropic sources. OMB provides a macro-level view at the investments
the city is making as well as its ability to fund specific programs. OMB also manages the
Equipment Leasing Authority that coordinates the leases of vehicles and other major
assets.
City Council: The council provides oversight for all city agencies and votes on major
mayoral initiatives as well as the city’s budget. While individual council members have
taken on transportation and infrastructure as a policy area of focus, all council members
represent a district within the city and advocate for upgrades to their district’s assets.
Pittsburgh Government Authorities
Urban Redevelopment Authority (URA): URA is Pittsburgh’s economic development agency
and principally handles attracting new businesses and developing city-owned land. The
agency has its own planning and engineering staff. Recently, URA has taken on more
transit-oriented-development projects by developing sites near Port Authority busways
and terminals. Because of its independence from the city, it has more flexibility how it
finances its projects and what kinds of projects it undertakes. These features give URA the
ability to both plan and implement its own projects.
Parking Authority: Pittsburgh’s Parking Authority operates nine parking garages and 34
off-street parking lots. It also handles parking enforcement for all on-street meters and
residential zones across the city. In total, the parking authority is responsible for over
9,000 parking meters throughout the city. While the authority is technically
independently operated from the city, it acts entirely in accordance with city policy. For
example, city agencies determine which spaces should be metered or which neighborhoods
should have a residential parking program (that is run by DCP). Similarly, the city’s
Office of Finance sets parking meter rates. The Parking Authority largely sees itself as
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financially self-sustaining and works to implement the policy set by the city council and
other city agencies.
Pittsburgh Water and Sewer Authority (PWSA): PWSA began as Pittsburgh’s water
department but was spun off into an independent authority in 1999. Its primary role in
transportation revolves around its assets being in the public right of way under
Pittsburgh’s streets. PSWA crews often need to cut open city streets to make repairs and
upgrades. As a result, its coordination with DPW and other stakeholders is essential.
Other utilities independent of Pittsburgh such as Duquesne Light or Comcast also conduct
work in Pittsburgh’s rights of way and coordinate with city agencies.
Other Governmental Stakeholders
Port Authority: The Port Authority serves Allegheny County with bus, light rail, and
incline service. Port Authority operates completely independently from Pittsburgh (though
its bus stops are owned and maintained by the city) and its board is appointed by the
Allegheny County executive, governor, and members of the state legislature.
Allegheny County: Some county roads and bridges go through Pittsburgh. As a result, the
county and city government often share costs for rebuilding but at present, there is little
collaboration to plan projects. Allegheny County provides no direct funding to Pittsburgh
for infrastructure or transportation.
Southwestern Pennsylvania Commission (SPC): SPC is the federal-designated
metropolitan planning commission (MPO) for the Pittsburgh region. Its board includes five
members from each of its ten member counties and another five members appointed by the
mayor of Pittsburgh. In this role, it prepares its own plans for the region, its
infrastructure, and transportation system. It is also responsible for administering the
federal funds and state funds for transportation projects Pittsburgh competes with
neighboring jurisdictions for.
Community Stakeholders
Pittsburgh Downtown Partnership (PDP): PDP is the business improvement district
representing downtown Pittsburgh and its businesses. Its role in transportation is
multifold. As Pittsburgh’s primary advocate for downtown, it works to keep its street
vibrant and accessible to all modes of travel. It has worked to improve bicycle facilities as
well as way finding to help pedestrians. It also operates a transportation management
association (TMA) that actively works to promote non-drive-alone travel downtown
through outreach to businesses. Because it collects an assessment on the landowners in
downtown, it is able to fund its own activities and can pay for transportation
planning/engineering work as needed. It also receives some federal congestion mitigation
grant funds.
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BikePGH: BikePGH is the city’s bicycle coalition that advocates for bike friendly policies
and conducts outreach to promote biking to citizens. The city provides funding to BikePGH
to produce a map of bicycle lanes and bike-friendly routes.
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Appendix B: Complete City Comparison Chart
City

Lead
Transportation
Agency

Agency Budget

768 (all
DPW)

1 dedicated to
transportation/mobility
(4 total in DPW)

220.5

6

351.9

2

Atlanta

Department of
Public Works

$112,229,406

$43,469,769

Austin

Austin
Department of
Transportation

Boston

Department of
Transportation

$33,208,119

$13,058,390

173.4

Cincinnati

Department of
Transportation
and Engineering

(FY2017 approved operating
budget)

(approved
FY 2017)

DC

District
Department of
Transportation

$106.7 million

(FY 16 DPW total adopted)

(2015-16 adopted operating
budget)

(2016 operating budget)

$376,356,515

Denver

Department of
Public Works

Minneapolis

Department of
Public Works/City
Engineer

$326,573,853

Mayor's Office of
Transportation &
Utilities

$189,333,203

Philadelphia

and Department
of Streets
Seattle

Seattle
Department of
Transportation

576

(2015 approved operating budget)

(2015 proposed budget for all of
DPW including capital projects)

(all of PW) (2015 adopted)

(2015 approved Mayor's Office of
Transportation & Utilities and
Dept Streets Transportation
budgets)

(2015
approved)

(2016 proposed operating budget)
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5 (including director’s
offices)
8 (including general
counsel/director's
office)

1,162.4 in
Public
Works
(2015
proposed)

7 dedicated to
transportation/mobility
(12 total in DPW)

440.75
(within
PW)

4 dedicated to
transportation w/in
public works

476

MOTU + 10 within
Streets Department

834

$394,845,805

Functional
Units/Divisions

Staff/FTE

(2016
proposed)

8 divisions (overseen
by 3 deputy directors)

